Over the past decades, the advances in live cell imaging have dramatically transformed the biological sciences. Critical developments include fluorescence, confocal, and two-photon optics, green fluorescent protein, photoelectronic detectors, and image deconvolution. Although these developments have often involved the serendipitous convergence of multiple disciplines, there have been minimal direct interactions between researchers from different disciplines. The pace of development should be greatly accelerated by promoting cross-disciplinary interactions and by targeting research toward important and appropriate biological questions. To achieve this goal, speakers and session chairs in this meeting were requested to present their research in a broad perspective, and biosketches of speakers who may be unfamiliar to some of the audience were provided in the program book. These steps allowed the meeting to be conducted in a highly cohesive "language" despite the diversity of the participants. To expand the horizon of the participants, one of the keynote speeches featured an astrophysicist, Roberto Ragazzoni (University of Padova). He inspired the audience with vivid descriptions of his pioneering work in the application of adaptive optics (in which the characteristics of optical components are adjusted automatically and at high speed in response to observation conditions) to address highly challenging problems in astronomy. The meeting covered technical advances in probes, optics, and image informatics, as well as imaging applications at the single-molecule, cellular, and tissue level. The program book and streaming video of the presentations are available at <http://www.cellmigration.org/consortium/2006imaging.workshop>.

Probes and sensors
==================

On the development of new probes, Atsushi Miyawaki (RIKEN) described new generations of fluorescent proteins that allow the use of light to switch them reversibly between bright and dim fluorescent states ("protein highlighting;" [@bib1]; [@bib9]), whereas Gerard Marriott (University of Wisconsin) prepared organic probes that undergo rapid and reversible optical switching between states of widely different chemical and photophysical properties ([@bib30],[@bib31]). When conjugated to target proteins, these probes could be used to measure the dynamics or manipulate the chemical state of the protein repeatedly. For example, fluorescent protein highlighting was used to demonstrate the stimulation of bidirectional nuclear transport of MAP kinase upon growth factor activation ([@bib1]), and optical switching has allowed researchers to reversibly and rapidly control protein dipolar interactions inside cells. These techniques also can be used in combination with innovative strategies of FRAP, FRET, and super-resolution imaging (described later). Equally significant are new inorganic probes that are small, bright, and resistant to photodegradation (Robert Dickson, Georgia Tech; [@bib37]). Once these probes are conjugated to specific targets, they should allow the detection of single molecules in living cells. Other biosensors can report the activation states (e.g., conformation and phosphorylation) of endogenous proteins with minimal perturbation (Klaus Hahn, University of North Carolina; [@bib23]; [@bib27]). These biosensors consist of an affinity element that binds only to the activated state of the target protein and a bright dye whose fluorescence emission responds to the binding. The development of the affinity element was further facilitated by using a phage display library combined with high-throughput screening of sequences capable of reporting a wide range of protein activities.

A long-standing challenge with biosensors has been delivering them into living cells and targeting them to specific proteins or organelles of interest. Newly designed peptide sequences have now allowed the import of probes into living cells via nonendocytic pathways, thereby alleviating the problem of generating a constellation of brightly fluorescent vesicles (Klaus Hahn). In addition, Alice Ting (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) described how to exploit natural enzymes for protein-specific labeling ([@bib5]; [@bib16]). For example, *Escherichia coli* biotin ligase is known to ligate biotin to a lysine side chain within a specific 15--amino acid substrate sequence. By genetically fusing the 15--amino acid acceptor peptide to proteins of interest, coexpressing the biotin ligase, and providing a ketone analogue of biotin, her group showed that proteins in living cells could be specifically labeled with a variety of small-molecule probes, including fluorophores and photoaffinity labels.

Image informatics
=================

The session on image informatics delivered the important message that a wealth of information, much beyond human vision, can be obtained automatically through the use of computational analyses. The development is being driven both by the large volume of images collected via automated microscopy of live cells, and by the complexity and subtlety of patterns in three-dimensional (3D), time-series images. Even the analysis of conventional fluorescence images can benefit greatly from automated interpretation of subcellular patterns. For example, Gaudenz Danuser (Scripps Research Institute) described computational methods for the quantification of the dynamics of hundreds of thousands of fluorescent speckles, at a high spatial and temporal resolution, to probe with great detail the nonsteady state behavior of actin filament structures in migrating cells ([@bib28]; [@bib18]; [@bib8]). Bob Murphy (Carnegie-Mellon University) described computer programs that can recognize the patterns of major subcellular structures better than trained human observers. The information allowed the classification of proteins by their subcellular location and will facilitate the discovery of new distribution patterns as well as realistic simulations of protein distribution for modeling cell behavior (Chen and Murphy, 2005; [@bib7]). Roland Eils (German Cancer Research Center) described a fast, automated method for analyzing a large collection of time-lapse image sequences for the purpose of screening the effects of siRNA. The process involves "training" a classifier to recognize various phenotypes, followed by applying the classifier to images in a time series. This approach has permitted fully automated identification of genes involved in such important functions as cell cycle regulation.

Imaging techniques and optical strategies
=========================================

The integration of multiple disciplines is evident in the recent advancement of several imaging techniques. For example, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is being used with laser scanning microscopes, high-speed electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) cameras (Enrico Gratton, University of California, Irvine; Petra Schwille, Technische Universität, Dresden), total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) optics, and increasingly sophisticated mathematical analysis tools (Nancy Thompson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Enrico Gratton) to measure molecular concentrations, diffusion, binding, and aggregation densities both on the surface and inside living cells with high spatial and temporal resolution ([@bib32]; [@bib21]; [@bib10],[@bib11]; [@bib2]; [@bib29]). Cross-correlation methods further allow direct comparison of the mobility of multiple components labeled with different color fluorophores and reveal their interactions within complexes (Petra Schwille and Enrico Gratton). These studies will benefit from new fluorescence dyes that can be excited at a common wavelength while emitting at easily separable wavelengths (Atsushi Miyawaki). Another elegant example is the application of switchable fluorescent probes, as described above, to build images by switching on (and bleaching off) a few diffraction-limited spots (Airy disks) at a time. Referred to as photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), this approach provides superb spatial resolution (although at the expense of temporal resolution, since it takes time to cover the entire image with hundreds of thousands of Airy disks), as centroids of these individual Airy disks are well separated and may be determined at nanometer precision (Eric Betzig, Howard Hughes Medical Institute; [@bib4]).

A number of clever optical strategies have increased both the resolution and versatility of microscopy. For example, Tony Wilson (Oxford University) showed that the quality of images with conventional optics can approach that of confocal images, by illuminating thick samples with a laser through a one-dimensional grid, followed by removal of the pattern with computer processing ([@bib24]). A second application of patterned illumination, combining stripe illumination at multiple orientations with computer image processing, was developed by the University of California, San Francisco, cooperative (John Sedat, David Agard, and Mats Gustafsson) to overcome the diffraction limit and obtain unprecedented details from images of chromosomes ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Here, periodic illumination is used to extend the optical response of the microscope to high-frequency signals along a particular direction, by generating a moiré interference effect with greater (and therefore detectable) periodicity ([@bib15]; [@bib34]). A technically more demanding technique of patterned illumination was described by Betzig, who used complex optical interference phenomena to generate a 3D lattice of diffraction-limited illumination spots for high-speed, high-resolution imaging of thick samples ([@bib3]). These spots illuminate a large number of regions simultaneously, with a photon efficiency far exceeding that provided by a confocal microscope.

![**Stereo pair of maize meiotic chromosomes imaged with structured illumination, stained using immunofluorescence against ZmAFD1, a Rec8 homologue, which localizes to the axis of each chromosome.** The maize nucleus has ten pairs of chromosomes; for ease of viewing, three have been false-colored and computationally excised from the rest. The 200-nm spacing of the chromosome axes is visible, as is the tendency of the axes to twist around each other. Courtesy of Rachel Wang (University of California, Berkeley) and Pete Carlton (University of California, San Francisco).](jcb1740481f01){#fig1}

By combining optical manipulations with computation or innovative probes, many new powerful approaches may be invented with surprisingly low cost and great simplicity. In addition to patterned illumination and PALM described above, this includes combining oblique focus scanning (where optical sections are collected while the sample is shifted horizontally at the same time) and deconvolution to generate stereo pairs (Wilson and Sedat), and using flash illumination to limit how far single molecules diffuse during the detection phase as in strobe photography of high speed objects (Sunney Xie, Harvard University; [@bib36]). Future developments may further incorporate new mechanisms to generate image contrast and to extend the usable range of electromagnetic waves, in order to take advantage of special chemical and physical characteristics of the materials. For example, Xie developed 3D coherent anti-stoke Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy ([@bib12]), which combines two laser beams at different wavelengths to generate a beating frequency that matches the vibration frequency of target molecules. These beams produce much stronger signals of Raman light scattering than conventional Raman scattering techniques. The technique has been used to image the dynamics of lipid droplets and to distinguish different lipids in unstained living cells, based on their different vibration frequencies. Finally, Carolyn Larabell\'s group (Lawrence Berkeley Lab) is developing soft X-ray microscopy as a new tool for whole-cell imaging ([@bib20]). The approach uses zone plate (diffractive) optics to focus X-rays onto the sample, and then onto a detector. At the wavelengths used, X-rays are absorbed by carbon and nitrogen, but not by water. The technique should be capable of producing high-contrast, 3D images of unstained cells at a resolution as high as 10 nm.

Applications to biology---single molecules to single cells
==========================================================

Half of the meeting was dedicated to the applications of cutting edge imaging techniques to various important biological problems. A significant trend is the emphasis on single-molecule or single-organelle techniques, which remove the ensemble average in conventional fluorescence imaging to obtain behavior distributions, local dynamics, and kinetics without the need to synchronize individual molecules or cells. Using single-molecule FRET or single-particle tracking, investigators can observe the kinetics of molecular interactions, the appearance of conformational intermediates, and the molecular responses to force applied by an optical trap (Xiaowei Zhuang, Harvard University; Taekjip Ha, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; [@bib22]). Single-molecule observations are also being used in cells to determine distances at nanometer accuracy, by accurately measuring the center of the diffraction-limited spot emanating from single molecules. This approach has been used to reveal the mechanisms by which molecular motors such as dynein, kinesin, and myosin V move (Paul Selvin, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; [@bib19]; [@bib26]; [@bib33]). In addition, single-molecule tracking in cells is revealing distributions of diffusion coefficients for membrane proteins and lipids, as well as linear, directed motion arising from treadmilling of bacterial actin before and after cell division (W.E. Moerner, Stanford University).

Single-organelle techniques are being used to understand the mechanisms that underlie endocytosis, exocytosis, and viral entry into cells (Zhuang; Rebecca Heald, University of California, Berkeley; Sandy Simon, Rockefeller University; Jennifer Lippincott-Schwartz, National Institutes of Health), while correlation spectroscopy, speckle microscopy, and molecule counting regimes are being used to understand dynamics of the cytoskeleton and substrate adhesions (Clare Waterman-Storer, Scripps Research Institute; Edward Salmon, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Enrico Gratton).

Applications to biology---whole tissues
=======================================

Although imaging cells in tissues is not as well developed as studying cells in culture, it is a critical frontier, and progress is promising. If excitation light enters the specimen orthogonal to the objective lens (using single plane illumination), fluorescence can be measured from all molecules that are located in the very narrow volume defined by the plane of excitation light. This greatly reduces photodamage and photobleaching and enhances the axial resolution (Ernst Stelzer, EMBL, Heidelberg; [@bib17]). Although such new instrumentation (as well as lattice illumination described earlier) is likely to make a strong impact, significant advances have already been made using commercially available confocal optics. Peter Friedl (University of Würzburg) and John Condeelis (Albert Einstein College of Medicine) showed impressive imaging of cellular movements in skin and breast tissue, respectively, in live animals. Tumor cells in skin reside in a variety of states including single cells and collectives, and they migrate by either mesenchymal or amoeboid type motility ([@bib35]). Migration through collagen requires strategic clipping of collagen at constriction points as the cell squeezes through the matrix network, leaving a localized trail of oriented collagen fibers. In addition, breast tumor cells undergo a chemotactic migration along collagen fibers, guided by epidermal growth factor secreted by perivascular macrophages ([@bib14]).

Equally impressive is the mapping of neural responses in the visual cortex by applying calcium indicators and two-photon optics to the brain of live animals (Clay Reid, Harvard Medical School). The responses of neurons, monitored within cubes that have sides ∼300 μm in length, show sharp changes as the animal receives the visual stimulation of a bar moving in different directions ([@bib25]). Finally, Scott Fraser and his colleagues (California Institute of Technology) have developed comprehensive imaging and informatic systems for high-throughput, parallel analysis of the cellular trajectories of hundreds or thousands of cells in live zebrafish embryos, with the ultimate goal of understanding the exact pathways of cellular movements during embryonic development ([@bib13]).

The synergy and enthusiasm generated during the meeting reflect the importance of live cell imaging, the incisive applications to date, and the prospects for significant developments in the near future. The localized nature of biological phenomena serves as the driving force for the development of technologies to observe, assay, and parse their mechanisms. The meeting pointed to a very bright future for live cell imaging, by showing that higher resolution, better reagents, and more powerful methods of revealing interactions and dynamics are well within reach. In addition, as suggested by Roger Tsien (University of California, San Diego), one of the keynote speakers, basic research in this area may soon lead to revolutionary advances in clinical diagnosis and treatments, both by direct applications of "optical physiology"---the probing and manipulation of physiological events with optical techniques---and by spinning off techniques involved in probe development and delivery.
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